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Why choose Hongmingda Logistics?

 

what do you care about Our solutions

https://www.philippines-shipping.com/
https://www.philippines-shipping.com/


1. Suppliers are scattered and logistics
effects are difficult to unify.

20 years of centralized service experience, taking better
care of goods than cargo owners, front-line on-site
monitoring, and real-time tracking and feedback from all
nodes

2. Logistics costs are high and industry
quotations vary.

Provide the best transportation solution according to
specific circumstances, saving you about 5% of the cost

3. Insufficient logistics channels, slow
transportation efficiency, and inability to
track and query

Sunny is a global freight forwarding member of WCA, less
than 1% qualified enterprise in China, and vice president
of Shenzhen Aviation Association.

4. Abnormal situations cannot be
handled, resulting in superimposed
costs.

In the event of an emergency, an emergency plan will be
issued within 30 minutes, with reasonable confidence
surpassing that of peers.

5. The qualifications of the logistics
company cannot be verified and the
safety of the goods cannot be
guaranteed.

Exclusive freight forwarder for internationally renowned
companies such as Wal-Mart, Huawei, COSTCO, etc., for
at least 10 years.

 

 

Customer Reviews

our service



Sea Freight ( Package >100 KGS)
Full container (20 feet, 40 feet, 40HQ, 45HQ containers)
LCL (bulk cargo, bulk cargo)

air transport
Manila

Packing < 30KGS, length, width and height < 100cm

Cebu

Packaging < 10KGS, length, width and height < 100cm

Davao

Packaging <10KGS, length, width and height <100cm

(Please confirm the method you choose before making an inquiry)

 

 

Destinations and shipping schedules

 

destination schedule period
Manila Every Tuesday/Thursday/Friday 20-25 days
Cebu every friday 20 days
Davao every friday 20 days
USA every day 18-22 days

Europe every day 20-25 days

 

 

what can we do

 

service items
door to door

door to port Port to door port to port
DDP DDU

Pick up goods √ √ √ × ×
Export declaration √ √ √ × ×



transportation √ √ √ √ √
Import customs clearance √ √ × √ ×

Customs duties & VAT √ × × √ ×
Delivery √ √ × √ ×

 

 

How to do it







 

Company Profile

Hongmingda Logistics (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. - established in 1998, is an international freight forwarding
company in China.

Sunny Worldwide Logistics' proven and reliable shipping solutions provide consistent, high-quality
service for any type of freight worldwide.
Our company is a large-scale professional logistics company that provides sea transportation, land
transportation, air transportation, customs declaration, inspection declaration, trailer, CO, F/A,
fumigation, insurance and other related services.

The service spirit of our enterprise is professional, dedicated and efficient. We are responsible for every
step of shipping.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


